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Q. To what extent is financial crime 

growing in frequency and complexity? 

How would you summarise recent trends 

in the Cayman Islands?

A. While not a recent trend as such, as 

a major international financial centre 

the Cayman Islands is confronted with 

inherent money laundering and terrorist 

financing risks and threats emanating from 

global criminal activities. The jurisdiction 

has one of the largest banking sectors in 

the world and is the leading domicile for 

alternative investment funds. The role 

the Cayman Islands plays in the global 

economy necessitates that there is a 

suitable framework in place to mitigate the 

use of the Cayman Islands as a potential 

means to launder funds and, as such, the 

jurisdiction itself is subject to heightened 

scrutiny and held to higher standards. 

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) 

president stated at a press conference in 

February 2021, that the Cayman Islands 

is a major financial centre and the FATF 

expects countries with higher risks to have 

commensurate measures against these 

risks.

Q. Could you outline some of the key 

legal and regulatory developments in 

the Cayman Islands affecting anti-money 

laundering (AML)? To what extent are 

companies operating under heightened 

scrutiny, and reacting accordingly?

A. The FATF conducted a Mutual 

Evaluation Review of the Cayman Islands 

in December 2017 and issued a Mutual 

Evaluation Report in 2018. Since then, the 

Cayman Islands has implemented various 

recommended actions. Some are behind 

the scenes, such as updates to the national 

strategy, conducting a terrorist financing 

risk assessment and several sectoral risk 

assessments and creating a new body 

for investigating money laundering. 

However, financial sector businesses have 

experienced consequential changes during 

this period arising from amendments to the 

Cayman Islands Anti-Money Laundering 

(AML) Regulations and related guidance. 

Also, in 2020 the Cayman Islands 

introduced a Virtual Assets (Service 

Providers) Act, implementing the FATF’s 

guidance for a risk-based approach to 

virtual assets and virtual asset service 

providers and providing a workable 

regulatory framework for the sector. 
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Considering this progress, the FATF’s 

Enhanced Follow-Up Report, issued 

in November 2021, confirmed that the 

Cayman Islands is FATF rated as compliant 

or largely compliant with the FATF’s 40 

recommendations, which is at the top end 

of compliance among FATF member states.

Q. How would you describe AML 

monitoring and enforcement activity in 

the Cayman Islands? What problems 

may arise for multinational companies 

as a result of the extraterritorial reach of 

certain laws, and greater collaboration 

between national agencies?

A. The Cayman Islands Monetary 

Authority (CIMA) is responsible for 

monitoring compliance by the financial 

services sector with the AML Regulations 

and related regulatory measures. In 

additional to generally applicable 

substantive money laundering offences 

under the Proceeds of Crime Act, regulated 

and unregulated financial services 

providers and investment funds (FSPs) are 

subject to ongoing compliance obligations 

under the AML Regulations and may 

commit an offence if in breach. In 2021, 

fines were imposed on four FSPs, in each 

case for failures to remediate previously 

identified compliance shortcomings. CIMA 

has stated publicly that it will continue its 

approach of working with industry and 

will reverse its fining powers for the more 

egregious and repeat offenders.

Q. What steps should companies take to 

ensure adequate processes, programmes 

and policies are in place to support AML?

A. The AML Regulations require FSPs to 

conduct customer procedures including 

customer due diligence (CDD) and risk 

rating, sanctions screening and ongoing 

monitoring. Customers must be risk rated 

and there must be verification of the 

identity of customers and any beneficial 

owners, based on a 10 percent threshold, 

and persons acting on customers’ behalf. 

This means obtaining prescribed CDD 

information. Simplified due diligence 

can be applied to certain categories of 

lower risk customer or when relying on 

prescribed written assurances from certain 

third parties. Enhanced due diligence 

must be applied where higher risks are 

identified, in the case of politically exposed 

persons (PEPs), for example. The Cayman 

Islands implements the international 
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sanctions obligations of the UK which are 

extended to the Cayman Islands by Orders 

in Council. FSPs must conduct ongoing 

monitoring of customers and transactions, 

including ensuring CDD remains relevant, 

with frequency determined by customer 

risk rating and trigger events. FSPs must 

also have internal controls in place for 

suspicious activity reporting, compliance 

oversight, record keeping, internal audit 

and training. This means implementing 

procedures for the reporting of suspicious 

activity and potential sanctions breaches 

internally and externally, including the 

designation of two senior individuals 

as money laundering reporting officer 

(MLRO) and deputy MLRO. All reports of 

suspicious activity and potential sanctions 

breaches must be made to the Cayman 

Islands Financial Reporting Authority, 

even if a report is also made in another 

jurisdiction. Compliance oversight includes 

the designation of a senior individual 

as anti-money laundering compliance 

officer (AMLCO), who may be the same 

individual as either the MLRO or the 

deputy MLRO, to be responsible for 

ensuring that the measures required by 

the AML Regulations are complied with 

by the FSP and who functions as the point 

“
“

The role the Cayman Islands 
plays in the global economy 
necessitates that there is a 
suitable framework in place 
to mitigate the use of the 

Cayman Islands as a potential 
means to launder funds.
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of contact with competent authorities. 

Records relating to investor due diligence 

and transactions must be retained for at 

least five years following termination of 

the investor relationship. Various logs and 

registers must also be maintained.

Q. In what ways can companies utilise 

technology to help manage risks arising 

from AML?

A. CIMA historically required FSPs 

to obtain originals or certified copies 

of documentary evidence of identity. 

However, CIMA has been reviewing, 

on a case-by-case basis, the proposed 

use of technology by FSPs to obtain, at 

a minimum, an understanding of the 

proposed system, the intended verification 

and authentication process, as well as 

record retention, cyber security and data 

protection considerations. Examples of 

systems include digital identification tools 

to assess whether the document submitted 

is authentic and current, systems to certify 

a document as a true copy, technology to 

verify the information against government 

databases, and packages to outsource 

electronic documentation verification to 

third parties.

Q. What advice would you offer to 

organisations on integrating technology 

into their processes to enhance the 

efficiency of their AML capabilities and 

allow them to detect unusual behaviour 

and identify red flags?

A. FSPs are increasingly interested in 

the use of technology for CDD purposes 

and CIMA reports an uptick in the use 

of automated systems to verify, validate 

and authenticate CDD information, 

which is intended to replace the need for 

physical certification of documents. Where 

FSPs choose to adopt digital technology, 

CIMA expects these systems to ensure 

the accuracy of customer identification 

and verification, along with an ongoing 

assessment of the robustness of the 

technology application itself. Regardless 

of the approach used to obtain and 

maintain CDD information, the FSP must 

ensure that the customer’s identity is 

verified using reliable, independent source 

documents, data or information, in line 

with the AML Regulations.

Q. Do you expect the risks posed by 

money laundering to increase in the 

months and years ahead? Do companies 
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need to continually improve their 

systems in order to deal with current and 

emerging threats?

A. The financial services sector continues 

to evolve, with new products, services and 

sub-sectors. For example, in 2021, CIMA 

collected information from 20 virtual asset 

service provider applicants for registration 

under the new Virtual Assets (Service 

Providers) Act, which together had an 

estimated US$4.1bn of assets under their 

control. This is still only equivalent to 0.2 

percent of the assets under the control 

of mutual fund administrators or 0.7 

percent of banking sector assets. However, 

while the Cayman Island’s virtual assets 

sector is not materially important to 

the jurisdiction, the increasing trend in 

use of virtual assets is an example of a 

development which all FSPs, not only 

virtual asset service providers, need to 

address.
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